Remote Support

Monthly or Bi-Monthly Synchronous Meetings and Electronic Support and Coaching
Remote Support

Outcomes

• Deepen understanding and implementation of Common Core aligned instruction
• Support for writing and implementing a module
• Meet the unique needs of the school, county, region, state
• Sustain and scale LDC
• Build internal capacity and leadership

Audience

• Teachers
• Coaches
• District and State Leadership

Process

• Ongoing electronic support
• Monthly or bi-monthly synchronous meetings
Additional Offerings from Reach

• LDC Introduction Teacher PD --- 3 part session
• LDC Introduction Teacher PD --- 1 part session
• LDC Introduction Leadership PD --- 3 part session
• LDC Train the Trainers PD --- 2 part session
• Remote Support
  • Virtual PD Sessions
  • Support for Writing and Implementing a Module
• Building Capacity
• Support for Leaders/Coaches